The founder of Le Figaro newspaper built Hotel Du Cap Eden Roc in 1869 for
writers seeking inspiration. During the course of history, however, the hotel has
become famous for the celebrities it has hosted: The Kennedys, Marlene Dietrich,
Elizabeth Taylor, and others. Publicity photo.

PERSONALIZED TOURS

Riga | The French Riviera | Switzerland
History | Art | Fine Dining
for business travellers & holiday explorers

Do you have an important business partner coming and does he/she have a few hours to a couple of
days to explore Riga and the Baltic states? And would you like to discover more of the cultural
richness behind the glamour of the French Riviera and sophistication of Switzerland while
holidaying / on a business trip there?
‘’As an art critic traveling around Europe I was lucky to always be hosted by a local artist, museum
director, university professor... I enjoyed the feeling of being personally welcomed wherever I went
and grew accustomed to always being given recommendations by insiders. In my tours – be it Riga,
the Baltic states or the French Riviera - I offer to care for you and your guests in the same way:
making your stay exciting and luxurious. Even if it’s just for a couple of hours!’’
The offer is extended to business travellers as well as holliday explorers.
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Publicity
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Riga and the Baltic States
From amazing local food restaurants (Restorans 3, Ferma, Zoltners) to historical sites (Rundale and
The Academy of Sciences) and award-winning modern architecture and interiors (Zana Lipkes
memorial), to exquisite cultural events of contemporary and classical music, art and theater, Rigas
has become a destination for selective travellers. But often it requires a well-informed insider to
enjoy these gems. Discover Riga, Jurmala, and the Baltic states in flâneur-style tours and engaging
conversations with Anda Klavina. Your guests will be delighted!

The French Riviera
Discover the beach in Cap d’Antibes where Picasso painted, the casino in Juan Les Pins where
Hemingway & Fitzgerald partied, the mountain passage in Eze where Nietzsche discovered ideas for
his Zarathrusta, the villa in Roquebrune - Monaco where Coco Chanel expressed her talent in
interior design. Meet descendants of some influential aristocratic families, visit the newly opened
Carmignac art foundation located on a breathtakingly beautiful protected island, have dinner in
places beloved by the band members of U2 and The Beatles or run by Novak Djokovic.
With her rich knowledge of the cultural history of the region and know-how in local businesses built
over ten years, Anda Klavina can add a whole new dimension to your French Riviera holidays.

Edward Quinn: Picasso with his children Claude, Paloma,
and Maya at the beach Golfe Juan, Antibes - Cannes, 1954

Bellini Bar where in 1948 Bellini, the famous cocktail made out of champagne and
peach was created. Publicity photo.

Switzerland: Geneva, Basel, Zurich

The Lodge, Sir Richard Branson's luxury ski chalet in Verbier,
perched high in the Swiss Alps, it gives its guests a chance to
meet and greet with the Virgin's creator himself. Publicity photo.

Switzerland has an astonishing number of hidden
gems. In the Geneva lake area discover the newly
built Charlie Chapplin museum, ski or take a
walking route in the chic Verbier resort, where the
British Royal family and Sir Richard Branson have
their mountain getaways. Or visit the dam in
Mauvoisin with astonishing artwork integrated into
the landscape of the Swiss Alps. In Zurich visit
places where Carl Jung, Lenin and Dada artists
created their manifestos. In Basel discover the most
visited art museum in Switzerland: the Bayeler
Fondation, built by renowned architect Renzo
Piano. And so much more.

The Tour
4 hours – to several days tours are available.
They can be tailored to your interests or you can
allow us to surprise you! Tours center around
historical
and
contemporary
art
and
architecture, famous personallities and nature
sites. They include recommendations and
organisation of dining, hotels, transportation,
events, etc.
Languages: English, Russian, Latvian.

Pop-Art classic at the Art Monte Carlo fair

Your Guide*
An extensive traveller all her life and an experienced tour
organizer, Anda Klavina has a cultural knowledge and a
network of local experts – from historians and journalists
to gallery and restaurant owners - that can make your
experience unforgettable.
*Anda Kavina works with other local guides to welcome
you at the most suitable time & place for you.

Previous Guests Say:

“Anda Klavina has been a wonderful host
and ambassador for Riga and Latvia. She
welcomed me recently for a conference on
“Happiness”. The quality of her general
hospitality and the organisation of the
event were truly top-class. I recommend
her services without reservation!’’
Dominique Turpin,
President of IMD Business School,
Lausanne

“We had such a great time in Riga and
Anda is the best organizer! It was a joy to
spend time with her and she made sure
everyone got what they needed!''
Laura Day,
Wall Street intuitive, New York

SBM publicity photo.

“With her culture-competency Anda Klavina is
art’s ambassador for those who are attracted
to allure of ‘incomprehensible’ and poesy of
‘untamed."
Janis Avotins,
Artist, laureate of Jean Prat’s Prize in Painting
2016

“Anda Klavina is like Tarkovsky’s Stalker. She
connects worlds.”
Rauls Velins,
General Manager at Roche Latvia
PROGRAMME INFORMATION

CONTACT INFORMATION

Price: Hourly and Daily rate starting from 100 EUR
Includes: Guided Tour & Recommendations
Additional: Tickets, Travel, Dining
Location: Riga, Monaco, Basel, Zurich, Geneva

Anda Klavina Consultancy
Connecting People to Great Art
anda.klavina@leaderswithguts.lv
www.leaderswithguts.com

